POLICE COMMISSIONERATE
BHUBANESWAR-CUTTACK
BHUBANESWAR

PUBLIC NOTICE
On the request of DCP, Cuttack and in pursuance of regulation 34 of
Bhubaneswar-Cuttack Police Commissionerate (Traffic and Public order) Regulation
2008, it had been notified vide Public Notice dtd.18.9.2013 that Goods Carrier or
heavy trucks 6 or more wheeler trucks coming from Khurda side shall be diverted
from Trisulia Chhak under Baranga PS via Trisulia to Manguli-SarpeswarRadhamadhabpur or NH-42 Choudwar-Manguli under Choudwar PS between 6.00 AM
to 10.00 PM w.e.f. 21.9.2013. Similarly it had been ordered that further goods
carrier or heavy trucks (6 or more wheeler trucks) coming from NH-5 from
Choudwar side shall be diverted for Manguli Chhak under Tangi PS to Trisulia under
Baranga PS.
After field visit and trial run of heavy loaded vehicle, it has been
observed that in some locations the village road is too narrow and heavy vehicles
cannot ply to accommodate the traffic on both sides as proposed by DCP, Cuttack
vide his letter No.3566/DIB. Dt.29.9.2013 .
In partial modification of Public Notice dtd.18.9.2013 and by virtue of
power conferred u/s 28 of Odisha Urban Police Act, 2003 (Odisha Act 8 of 2007)
and in pursuance of Regulation-36 of Police Commissionerate, Bhubaneswar-Cuttack
(Traffic & Public Order) Regulation-2008, it is hereby ordered that goods carriers/
heavy trucks (6 or more wheelers trucks) coming from Khurda side (Pitapalli) shall
not be allowed to ply into Commissionerate area from 6.00 AM to 10.00 PM
temporarily till further order due to the unsafe declaration of Taladanda Canal
Bridge on NH-5 near Madhupatna, Cuttack by NHAI to ensure smooth traffic

management within Cuttack City. (except goods carrier of essential commodities
like onion and vehicles of Kuberpuri Merchants Association plying to Aiginia
Bhubaneswar bearing appropriate banner)
Violation of instant order is an offence, punishable u/s 96 of OUP 2003 is compoundable by an officer of and above the rank of Inspr. of Police with a
minimum fine of Rs.500/- which can extend upto Rs.1000/- for offence.
Sd/(Dr. R.P. Sharma)
Commissioner of Police,
Bhubaneswar-Cuttack.
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